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OVERTURNED
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UK drill music
The Oversight Board has overturned Meta’s decision to remove a UK drill music video

clip from Instagram.
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Case summary

The Oversight Board has overturned Meta’s decision to remove a UK drill music video clip

https://oversightboard.com/attachment/447558504153570/
https://oversightboard.com/attachment/1607133213039813/
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from Instagram. Meta originally removed the content following a request from the

Metropolitan Police. This case raises concerns about Meta’s relationships with law

enforcement, which has the potential to amplify bias. The Board makes recommendations to

improve respect for due process and transparency in these relationships.

About the case

In January 2022, an Instagram account that describes itself as publicizing British music

posted content highlighting the release of the UK drill music track, "Secrets Not Safe" by

Chinx (OS), including a clip of the track’s music video.

Shortly after, the Metropolitan Police, which is responsible for law enforcement in Greater

London, emailed Meta requesting that the company review all content containing "Secrets

Not Safe.” Meta also received additional context from the Metropolitan Police. According to

Meta, this covered information on gang violence, including murders, in London, and the

Police’s concern that the track could lead to further retaliatory violence.

Meta’s specialist teams reviewed the content. Relying on the context provided by the

Metropolitan Police, they found that it contained a “veiled threat,” by referencing a shooting

in 2017, which could potentially lead to further violence. The company removed the content

from the account under review for violating its Violence and Incitement policy. It also removed

52 pieces of content containing the track “Secrets Not Safe” from other accounts, including

Chinx (OS)’s. Meta’s automated systems later removed the content another 112 times.

Meta referred this case to the Board. The Board requested that Meta also refer Chinx (OS)’s

post of the content. However, Meta said that this was impossible as removing the “Secrets

Not Safe” video from Chinx (OS)’s account ultimately led to the account being deleted, and

its content was not preserved.

Key findings

The Board finds that removing this content does not align with Meta’s Community Standards,

its values, or its human rights responsibilities.

Meta lacked sufficient evidence to conclude that the content contained a credible threat, and

the Board’s own review did not uncover evidence to support such a finding. In the absence of

such evidence Meta should have given more weight to the content’s artistic nature
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such evidence, Meta should have given more weight to the content s artistic nature.

This case raises concerns about Meta’s relationships with governments, particularly where

law enforcement requests lead to lawful content being reviewed against the Community

Standards and removed. While law enforcement can sometimes provide context and

expertise, not every piece of content that law enforcement would prefer to have taken down

should be taken down. It is therefore critical that Meta evaluates these requests

independently, particularly when they relate to artistic expression from individuals in minority

or marginalized groups for whom the risk of cultural bias against their content is acute.

The channels through which law enforcement makes requests to Meta are haphazard and

opaque. Law enforcement agencies are not asked to meet minimum criteria to justify their

requests, and interactions therefore lack consistency. The data Meta publishes on

government requests is also incomplete.

The lack of transparency around Meta’s relationship with law enforcement creates the

potential for the company to amplify bias. A freedom of information request made by the

Board revealed that all of the 286 requests the Metropolitan Police made to social media

companies and streaming services to review or remove musical content from June 2021 to

May 2022 involved drill music, which is particularly popular among young Black British

people. 255 of these requests resulted in platforms removing content. 21 requests related to

Meta platforms, resulting in 14 content removals. The Board finds that, to honor its values and

human rights responsibilities, Meta’s response to law enforcement requests must respect

due process and be more transparent.

This case also raises concerns around access to remedy. As part of this case, Meta told the

Board that when the company takes content decisions “at escalation,” users cannot appeal to

the Board. A decision taken “at escalation” is made by Meta’s internal specialist teams.

According to Meta, all decisions on law enforcement requests are made “at escalation”

(unless the request is made through a publicly available “in-product reporting tool”), as are

decisions on certain policies that can only be applied by Meta's internal teams. This situation

adds to concerns raised in preparing the Board’s policy advisory opinion on cross-check

where Meta revealed that, between May and June 2022, around a third of content in the

cross-check system could not be escalated to the Board.

Meta has referred escalated content to the Board on several occasions, including this one.

However, the Board is concerned that users have been denied access to remedy when Meta
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makes some of its most consequential content decisions. The company must address this

problem urgently.

The Oversight Board's decision

The Oversight Board overturns Meta's decision to remove the content.

The Board recommends that Meta:

Create a standardized system for receiving content removal requests from

state actors. This should include asking for criteria such as how a policy has

been violated, and the evidence for this.

Publish data on state actor content review and removal requests for

Community Standard violations.

Regularly review its data on content moderation decisions prompted by state

actor requests to assess for any systemic biases, and create a mechanism to

address any bias it identifies.

Provide users with the opportunity to appeal to the Oversight Board when it

makes content decisions “at escalation.”

Preserve accounts and content penalized or disabled for posting content that is

subject to an open investigation by the Board.

Update its value of “Voice” to reflect the importance of artistic expression.

Clarify in the Community Standards that for content to be removed as a “veiled

threat,” one primary and one secondary signal is required, and make clear

which is which.

*Case summaries provide an overview of the case and do not have precedential value.

Full case decision

1. Decision summary

The Oversight Board overturns Meta's decision to remove a clip from Instagram announcing

the release of a UK drill music track by the artist Chinx (OS).

Meta referred this case to the Board because it raises recurring questions about the
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appropriate treatment of artistic expression that references violence. It involves a balance

between Meta’s values of “Voice,” in the form of artistic expression, and “Safety.”

The Board finds that Meta lacked sufficient evidence to independently conclude that the

content contained a credible veiled threat. In the Board’s assessment the content should not

have been removed in the absence of stronger evidence that the content could lead to

imminent harm. Meta should have more fully taken into account the artistic context of the

content when assessing the credibility of the supposed threat. The Board finds that the

content did not violate Meta’s Community Standard on Violence and Incitement, and its

removal did not sufficiently protect Meta’s value of “Voice,” or meet Meta’s human rights

responsibilities as a business.

This case raises broader concerns about Meta’s relationship with governments, including

where law enforcement requests Meta to assess whether lawful content complies with its

Community Standards. The Board finds the channels through which governments can

request such assessments to be opaque and haphazard. The absence of transparency and

adequate safeguards around Meta’s relationship with law enforcement creates the potential

for the company to exacerbate abusive or discriminatory government practices.

This case also reveals that, for content moderation decisions Meta takes at escalation, users

have been wrongly denied the opportunity to appeal to the Oversight Board. Decisions “at

escalation” are those made by Meta’s internal, specialist teams rather than through the “at

scale” content review process. This lack of appeal availability adds to concerns about access

to the Board that will be addressed in the Board’s upcoming policy advisory opinion on cross-

check. Combined, these concerns raise serious questions about users’ right of access to

remedy when Meta makes some of its most consequential content decisions at escalation.

The company must address this problem urgently.

2. Case description and background

In January 2022, an Instagram account that describes itself as promoting British music

posted a video with a short caption on its public account. The video was a 21-second clip of

the music video for a UK drill music track called "Secrets Not Safe" by the rapper Chinx (OS).

The caption tagged Chinx (OS) as well as an affiliated artist and highlighted that the track had

just been released. The video clip is of the second verse of the track and ends by fading out to

a black screen with the text "OUT NOW."
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Drill is a subgenre of rap music popular in the UK, in particular among young Black people,

with many drill artists and fans in London. This music genre is hyper-local, where drill

collectives can be associated with areas as small as single housing estates. It is a grassroots

genre, widely performed in English in an urban context with a thin line separating professional

and amateur artists. Artists often speak in granular detail about ongoing violent street

conflicts, using a first-person narrative with imagery and lyrics that depict or describe violent

acts. Potential claims of violence and performative bravado are considered to be part of the

genre – a form of artistic expression where fact and fiction can blur. Through these claims,

artists compete for relevance and popularity. Whether drill music causes real-world violence

or not is disputed, particularly the reliability of evidential claims made in the debate.

In recent years, recorded incidents of gun and knife violence in London have been high, with

disproportionate effects on Black communities.

The lyrics of the track excerpt are quoted below. The Board has added meanings for non-

standard English terms in square brackets and redacted the names of individuals:

Ay, broski [a close friend], wait there one sec (wait). You know the same mash [gun] that I

showed [name redacted] was the same mash that [name redacted] got bun [shot] with. Hold

up, I’m gonna leave somebody upset (Ah, fuck). I’m gonna have man fuming. He was with me

putting loud on a Blue Slim [smoking cannabis] after he heard that [name redacted] got

wounded. [Name redacted] got bun, he was loosing (bow, bow) [he was beaten]. Reverse

that whip [car], confused him. They ain’t ever wheeled up a booting [a drive-by shooting]

(Boom). Don’t hit man clean, he was moving. Beat [shoot] at the crowd, I ain’t picking and

choosing (No, no). Leave man red [bleeding], but you know [track fades out].

Shortly after the video was posted, Meta received a request via email from the UK

Metropolitan Police to review all content that included this Chinx (OS) track. Meta says law

enforcement provided context of gang violence and related murders in London, and flagged

that elements of the full track might increase the risk of retaliatory gang violence.

Upon receiving the request from the Metropolitan Police, Meta escalated the content review

to its internal Global Operations team and then to its Content Policy team. Meta’s Content

Policy team makes removal decisions following input from subject matter experts and after

specialized contextual reviews. Based on the additional context the Metropolitan Police

provided, Meta took the view that the track excerpt referenced a shooting in 2017. It

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fpublic.tableau.com%2Fapp%2Fprofile%2Fmetropolitan.police.service%2Fviz%2FMonthlyCrimeDataNewCats%2FCoversheet&h=AT1keNKSNHKf3Yl3_5CPE6QW6KtZFOtBldlX3P_wlQVWR7lb4gunBz5WMYOjDOYG4COZpQD9Br8GjXA_LWrzaJCNyyGd_RdW_WnZUg2phpaRNM3TXdk2yQbOMnGP4fr8
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fpublic.tableau.com%2Fapp%2Fprofile%2Fmetropolitan.police.service%2Fviz%2FMonthlyCrimeDataNewCats%2FCoversheet&h=AT0PrGEhcJgKBxNOLEWHZ0n7Y25OYQhJHmsF9_lPM7ZB3gy9nlo1DZKnPdL8TgBo1oBarXls2zbasWhoJ3Js-r8Yp0OqH-wxnVPGXnHTdDhBC4whj_l-Cc4ZB0vRoQ6c
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.london.gov.uk%2Fpress-releases%2Fassembly%2Fcommission-on-knife-crime-in-black-community&h=AT3CLvoUKUseWqu-ZZZE1XzhcyngHq5yuY1VCs4RjTB3B2HlZfiB4AmPEHRo8JN6uaraSQip7cabzE5oY7p3x_qVhexC65Ch3Os8lowWncJtthhYgjyQUzOOekHp6_lk
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determined that the content violated the Violence and Incitement policy, specifically the

prohibition on "coded statements where the method of violence or harm is not clearly

articulated, but the threat is veiled or implicit." Meta believed that the track’s lyrics, "acted as

a threatening call to action that could contribute to a risk of imminent violence or physical

harm, including retaliatory gang violence." Meta therefore removed the content.

Hours later, the content creator appealed the decision to Meta. Usually, users cannot appeal

to Meta content decisions the company takes through its escalation process. This is because

user appeals to Meta are not routed to escalation teams but to at-scale reviewers. Without

access to the additional context available at escalation, those reviewers would be at

increased risk of making errors, and incorrectly reversing decisions made at escalation. In this

case however, due to human error, the user was able to appeal the escalated decision to

Meta’s at-scale reviewers. An at-scale reviewer assessed the content as non-violating and

restored it to Instagram.

Eight days later, following a second request from the UK Metropolitan Police, Meta removed

the content through its escalations process again.

The account in this case has fewer than 1,000 followers, the majority of whom live in the UK.

The user received notifications from Meta both times their content was removed but was not

informed that the removals were initiated following a request from UK law enforcement.

Alongside removing the content under review, Meta identified and removed 52 pieces of

content featuring the “Secrets Not Safe” track from other accounts, including Chinx (OS)’s

account. Meta added the content at issue in this case to the Violence and Incitement Media

Matching Service bank, marking it as violating. These banks automatically identify matching

content and can remove it or prevent it from being uploaded to Facebook and Instagram.

Adding the video to the Media Matching Service bank resulted in an additional 112 automated

removals of matching content from other users.

Meta referred this case to the Board. The content it referred was posted from an account that

was not directly associated with Chinx (OS). Because Chinx (OS)’s music is at the center of

this case, the Board requested Meta to additionally refer its decision to remove Chinx (OS)’s

own post featuring the same track. Meta explained this was not possible, because the

removal of the video from the artist’s account had resulted in a strike. This caused the

account to exceed the threshold for being permanently disabled. After six months, and prior
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to the Board’s request for the additional referral, Meta permanently deleted Chinx (OS)’s

disabled account, as part of a regular, automated process, despite the Oversight Board’s

pending decision on this case. The action to delete Chinx (OS)’s account, and the content on

it, was irreversible, making it impossible to refer the case to the Board.

3. Oversight Board authority and scope

The Board has authority to review decisions that Meta refers for review (Charter Article 2,

Section 1; Bylaws Article 2, Section 2.1.1). The Board may uphold or overturn Meta’s decision

(Charter Article 3, Section 5), and this decision is binding on the company (Charter Article 4).

Meta must also assess the feasibility of applying its decision in respect of identical content

with parallel context (Charter Article 4). The Board’s decisions may include policy advisory

statements with non-binding recommendations that Meta must respond to (Charter Article 3,

Section 4; Article 4).

When the Board identifies cases that raise similar issues, they may be assigned to a panel

together. In this case, the Board requested that Meta additionally refer content featuring the

same track posted by the artist Chinx (OS). In the Board’s view, the difficulty of balancing

safety and artistic expression could have been better addressed by Meta referring Chinx

(OS)’s post of his music from his own account. This would also have allowed the Board to

issue a binding decision in respect of the artist’s post. Meta’s actions in this case have

effectively excluded the artist from formally participating in the Board’s processes, and have

removed Chinx (OS)'s account from the platform without access to remedy.

On several occasions, including this one, Meta has referred content that was escalated within

Meta to the Board (see, for example, the “Tigray Communication Affairs Bureau” case, and

the “Former President Trump’s suspension” case). When Meta takes a content decision “at

escalation,” users are unable to appeal the decision to the company or to the Board. As Meta

is able to refer cases decided at escalation to the Board, users who authored or reported the

content should equally be entitled to appeal to the Board. Decisions made at escalation are

likely to be among the most significant and difficult, where independent oversight is at its

most important. The Board’s governing documents provide that all content moderation

decisions that are within scope and not excluded by the Bylaws (Bylaws Article 2, Sections

1.2, 1.2.1) and that have exhausted Meta’s internal appeal process (Charter Article 2, Section 1)

be eligible for people to appeal to the Board.

4 Sources of authority
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4. Sources of authority

The Oversight Board considered the following authorities and standards:

I. Oversight Board decisions:

“Colombian police cartoon” (case decision 2022-004-FB-UA): responding to

concerns that Media Matching Service banks can amplify the impact of

incorrect decisions, the Board recommended Meta urgently improve

procedures to quickly remove non-violating content incorrectly added to these

banks.

“Knin cartoon” (case decision 2022-001-FB-UA): the Board overturned Meta’s

decision to leave content up on the platform, finding that an implicit

comparison between ethnic Serbs and rats violated the Hate Speech

Community Standard, and the reference within this comparison to a past

historical event also violated the Violence and Incitement Community

Standard.

“Wampum belt” (case decision 2021-012-FB-UA): the Board emphasized the

importance of Meta respecting artistic expression.

“Shared Al Jazeera post ” (case decision 2021-009-FB-UA): the Board

recommended that Meta formalize a transparent process for how it handles and

publicly reports on government requests. Transparency reporting should

distinguish between government requests resulting in removals for violations of

the Community Standards, requests that led to removal or geo-blocking for

violating local law, and requests that led to no action.

“Öcalan's isolation” (case decision 2021-006-IG-UA): the Board recommended

that Meta notify users when their content is removed following a government

request. The decision also made recommendations on transparency reporting

on these requests.

“Protest in India against France” (case decision 2020-007-FB-FBR): the Board

noted the challenges of addressing veiled threats of violence at scale due to the

importance of contextual analysis.

“Breast cancer symptoms and nudity” (case decision 2020-004-IG-UA): the

Board recommended that Meta clarify to Instagram users that Facebook's

Community Standards apply to Instagram in the same way they apply to

Facebook. This recommendation was repeated in the “Reclaiming Arabic

words” case decision ( 2022-003-IG-UA).

https://www.oversightboard.com/decision/FB-I964KKM6/
https://oversightboard.com/decision/FB-JRQ1XP2M/
https://www.oversightboard.com/decision/FB-L1LANIA7/
https://oversightboard.com/decision/FB-P93JPX02/
https://www.oversightboard.com/news/187621913321284-oversight-board-overturns-original-facebook-decision-case-2021-006-ig-ua/
https://www.oversightboard.com/decision/FB-R9K87402/
https://oversightboard.com/decision/IG-7THR3SI1/
https://www.oversightboard.com/decision/IG-2PJ00L4T/
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II. Meta’s content policies:

This case involves Instagram's Community Guidelines and Facebook's Community

Standards.

The Instagram Community Guidelines say, under the heading “Respect other members of the

Instagram Community,” that the company wants to “foster a positive, diverse community.”

The company removes content that contains “credible threats,” with those words linked to

the Facebook Violence and Incitement Community Standard. The Guidelines further set out

that:

Serious threats of harm to public and personal safety aren’t allowed. This includes specific

threats of physical harm as well as threats of theft, vandalism and other financial harm. We

carefully review reports of threats and consider many things when determining whether a

threat is credible.

The policy rationale for the Facebook Community Standard on Violence and Incitement,

states it "aim[s] to prevent potential offline harm that may be related to content on Facebook"

and that while Meta “understand[s] that people commonly express disdain or disagreement

by threatening or calling for violence in non-serious ways, we remove language that incites or

facilitates serious violence.” It further provides that Meta removes content, disables accounts

and works with law enforcement "when [it] believe[s] there is a genuine risk of physical harm

or direct threats to public safety." Meta states it tries “to consider the language and context in

order to distinguish casual statements from content that constitutes a credible threat.”

Under a subheading stating that Meta requires “additional information and/or context to

enforce,” the Community Standard provides that users should not post coded statements

"where the method of violence or harm is not clearly articulated, but the threat is veiled or

implicit." Those include “[r]eferences [to] historical or fictional incidents of violence” and

where “[l]ocal context or subject matter expertise confirm that the statement in question

could be threatening and/or could lead to imminent violence or physical harm.”

III. Meta’s values:

The value of "Voice" is described as "paramount":

The goal of our Community Standards is to create a place for expression and give people a

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fhelp.instagram.com%2F477434105621119&h=AT3Ogqnn7M6nq5kAYm3maCnYAhzffM79FVY8IsOvXG9luW5n9HyssBL1nB-EmgQ_IxGw9XXXUa5BHZ99aJemiJUKT1McA4B9go7Qgck0iaPxH00JjYeWM-hPUd8RyiQy
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ftransparency.fb.com%2Fen-gb%2Fpolicies%2Fcommunity-standards%2F&h=AT1bxeLzMNdKwrSA9KvZOFJh1mFc2896VNVCCs_U0CszaKBXokdN2I4qBS9h6AC4JfVQYXuANZFD4yJbBuyBtSKjOJ5yEMI58GZhR_BNZd4edPhsJocoQwcJo8DnegPv
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fhelp.instagram.com%2F477434105621119&h=AT2QbVGTpYQ_9ThUgYp4P3l1Qc2MlLiLzrVP1t43fNBtU1swWIkyrz9Mtr2_rLPlz-5QHMgK_GbFbxTgJgmHsB3dRTjRIe2VOuprfukTXlZiZAlZjU2OR8tHGR3kh4wY
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ftransparency.fb.com%2Fen-gb%2Fpolicies%2Fcommunity-standards%2Fviolence-incitement%2F&h=AT0HUmSPtN9ct7xU9GgoF9aRotIbBtjUsbFHCoy5w1UkZgmwH3CYR99DA5L0d6w_mte3xiYz_yhSkDkru1EeNlSKnuyJMe5ZV9246w5sLca1glIvXA6lNuu_XRRMWr2m
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The goal of our Community Standards is to create a place for expression and give people a

voice. Meta wants people to be able to talk openly about the issues that matter to them, even

if some may disagree or find them objectionable.

Meta limits "Voice" in the service of four values. "Safety" and “Dignity” are the most relevant

in this case:

Safety: We're committed to making Facebook a safe place. We remove content that could

contribute to a risk of harm to the physical security of persons. Content that threatens people

has the potential to intimidate, exclude or silence others and isn't allowed on Facebook.

Dignity: We believe that all people are equal in dignity and rights. We expect that people will

respect the dignity of others and not harass or degrade others.

IV. International human rights standards:

The UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs), endorsed by the UN

Human Rights Council in 2011, establish a voluntary framework for the human rights

responsibilities of private businesses. In 2021, Meta announced its Corporate Human Rights

Policy, where it reaffirmed its commitment to respecting human rights in accordance with the

UNGPs. The Board's analysis of Meta’s human rights responsibilities in this case was

informed by the following human rights standards:

The right to freedom of opinion and expression: Article 19, International

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights ( ICCPR), General Comment No. 34,

Human Rights Committee, 2011; UN Special Rapporteur on freedom of opinion

and expression, reports: A/HRC/38/35 (2018), A/74/486 (2019),

A/HRC/44/49/Add.2 (2020).

The right to life: Article 6, ICCPR.

The right to security of person: Article 9, para. 1, ICCPR.

The right to effective remedy: Article 2, ICCPR; General Comment No. 31,

Human Rights Committee, (2004).

Equality and non-discrimination: Article 2, para. 1 and Article 26 (ICCPR);

Article 2, ICERD.

Cultural rights: Article 27, ICCPR; Article 15, International Covenant on

Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR); UN Special Rapporteur in the

field of cultural rights, report on artistic freedom and creativity, A/HRC/23/34,

2013.

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ftransparency.fb.com%2Fen-gb%2Fpolicies%2Fcommunity-standards%2F&h=AT2sS0P1fQsv-uUREmW11bif-121G0OQZDglZKi1SwQ3tf84QM-nYbZ6hE6RIea07U_noZdZ6jj8PThhguROBO6MHwSSzkRwX2GTCx7G3iHIEQSn1L3-8CDdqLD5OZMT
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fabout.fb.com%2Fnews%2F2021%2F03%2Four-commitment-to-human-rights%2F&h=AT23sF6pFa62wYuR3Ro5RHj6R71DfxMeQphsXB4X-ZoZo7X0_BCQvilaZjPl7PcsOxrEqaICuo8LF-znPwRl1zkYuLywK2ucLBqSGt5LFY1S5RkLLQa416W2u8H16WEB
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fabout.fb.com%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2021%2F03%2FFacebooks-Corporate-Human-Rights-Policy.pdf&h=AT0MbGplxSYdCye-oY9bFw3XeX1mHxKu4HHUQh7FEg9HWuSu3oK24Y5tImL3fiN19cm7FJS0Oyt6t_6DO_Q4WStm5uItcdB4CFKpetgVFZevk8TPqCSSbSAe4TuL7K4d
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ohchr.org%2FEN%2FProfessionalInterest%2FPages%2FCCPR.aspx&h=AT0uwNNcvYiO71Mnp1uw96plQ5CE9ROqqe6j5TRbxfRNnjFrd0fFyE0zB9nJJcnCDB53tJ6FDMlVpMFU-SG96lWKtS_3Emp6Pmmltw5LTe371cioQwSrg2WE6AKhQjj9
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww2.ohchr.org%2Fenglish%2Fbodies%2Fhrc%2Fdocs%2Fgc34.pdf&h=AT3wKa3yLul3BO8Zva_ZASMsOevY4IH8308uPSJdvCg9rwzmuKb0YbrmV7nAyeAVf5_pF8NIvtgTcbOR8EL5PxInICri4NVGFFEgIyN3EeywnceIxCOLXHH1DOBc5eyR
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.undocs.org%2FHome%2FMobile%3FFinalSymbol%3DA%252FHRC%252F38%252F35%26Language%3DE%26DeviceType%3DDesktop&h=AT1_-F02rdcCVEfltY3bsEN3psyrc4vutC_FYeWcZO0oOLZNqbeJVOXEC5iqtYuNba1AScjGkTqChoXAwUo2_UTQjiUkgPQ_mtEN1wgbTJL4-_ZwfxB586ObjSCU5JWP
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fundocs.org%2FHome%2FMobile%3FFinalSymbol%3DA%252F74%252F486%26Language%3DE%26DeviceType%3DDesktop&h=AT1R6gGisxwWBcNkEXGRSbWVHljk2qfg4qD_snj5rmRUva5nkpTq4XpVZh_jzRPGDAoc-ZdDlm6-CL28hBFMu77uWIcQctkKc1LyuvOgx6P8aoea4nkAgQLXWSCTza9y
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fundocs.org%2Fen%2FA%2FHRC%2F44%2F49%2FAdd.2&h=AT0IyEmbnvyHKnOBzyfkRyK6YPRq9mbeIfFOBAm1C7gzfN3NATumi5hHCDcBJEXpJOG7j7oA9QeUvkm1jL0I4JBPnbOsujjGsN43YSi8CYtkxopGxRahnegzuRfbl-UJ
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fundocs.org%2FHome%2FMobile%3FFinalSymbol%3DCCPR%252FC%252F21%252FRev.1%252FAdd.13%26Language%3DE%26DeviceType%3DDesktop&h=AT255ZsmYVfXcEdRmnTam3YUdzehqMGsW0gRBRgNHdMkZTgQD4x0dtwnyNQk_FDqlFUWvySRaqUEHNXbVA2M83g7sKG0Ymv91SLFfp2sSZsMSBgyJ0TARKhTL2ihQzAS
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fap.ohchr.org%2Fdocuments%2Fdpage_e.aspx%3Fsi%3DA%252FHRC%252F23%252F34&h=AT12ufHtWWNvRRzI8KlFuViDTTvd6w2bPgp7FUauMMss3NCfwMaCN0eBMiXMc_0vedbZJgarOJbOhA7ExK-yOK6DMyRxOoqbCsC0maJUcSElG5-D2CYCFP5tPVDWXOWN
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5. User submissions

Meta referred this case to the Board, and the Board selected it in mid-June 2022. Due to a

technical error that has since been fixed, Meta did not successfully notify the user that the

Board selected a case concerning content they had posted and did not invite them to submit

a statement to the Board. At the end of August, Meta manually notified the user, but the user

did not provide a user statement within the deadline of 15 days.

6. Meta’s submissions

Meta explained to the Board that it removed the content because the Instagram post violated

its Violence and Incitement policy by containing a veiled threat of violence. Meta argued that

its decision comports with international human rights principles because the Community

Standards explain that users may not post veiled threats of violence; because the application

of this policy serves the legitimate aim of protecting the rights of others and public order; and

because the removal of the content at issue was necessary and proportionate to accomplish

those aims.

Meta deems the decision particularly challenging because its Violence and Incitement policy

does not have explicit exceptions for humor, satire, or artistic expression. The policy requires

Meta to assess whether a threat is credible or merely a show of bravado or provocative, but

ultimately nonviolent, expression. Meta considers this case to be significant because it raises

recurring questions about the appropriate treatment of artistic expression that references

violence. This assessment involves balancing its values of “Voice” and “Safety.” Meta told the

Board that, when a creator’s work includes threats of violence or statements that could

contribute to a risk of violence it “err[s] on the side of removing it from our platforms.”

Meta’s internal guidance for moderators, the internal Implementation Standards, sets out the

“veiled threats analysis” which Meta uses to determine the existence of veiled threats under

the Violence and Incitement Community Standard. This explains that for content to qualify as

a veiled threat there must be both a primary signal (such as a reference to a past act of

violence), and a secondary signal. Secondary signals include local context or subject matter

expertise indicating that the content is potentially threatening, or confirmation by the target

that they view the content as threatening. According to Meta, local NGOs, law enforcement

agencies, Meta’s Public Policy team, or other local experts provide secondary signals. The
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“veiled threats analysis” is only performed “at escalation,” meaning it cannot be performed

by “at-scale” reviewers. It can only be conducted by Meta’s internal teams.

In this case, Meta found the content contained a primary signal in referring to the rapper’s

participation in an earlier shooting and indicating an intent to respond further. According to

Meta, the secondary signal was the UK Metropolitan Police’s confirmation that it viewed the

content as potentially threatening or likely to contribute to imminent violence or physical

harm. Law enforcement did not allege the content violated local law. Meta says it assesses

law enforcement reports alongside political, cultural and linguistic expertise from Meta’s

internal teams.

Meta argued that drill music has often been connected to violence, citing a Policy Exchange

report claiming that approximately one quarter of London’s gang murders have been linked to

drill music. However, Meta later acknowledged this report faced “some criticism from

criminologists.” Meta quoted an open letter, signed by 49 criminologists, social scientists

and professional organizations, which “dismiss[ed] the report as factually inaccurate,

misleading and politically dangerous” and for “committing grave causation-correlation

errors.”

Certain Meta policies can only be enforced by Meta’s internal teams, through its internal

escalation process. This is known as being decided “at escalation.” Meta provided a list of

around 40 “escalation-only” rules in nine policy areas. The Board asked Meta how, in this

case, an at-scale reviewer was able to restore a post that had been removed at escalation.

Meta responded that “exceptionally in this case and due to a human error, the content creator

was able to appeal the initial removal decision.” Meta disclosed that where content is

actioned through Meta’s internal escalation process, it is not usually possible to appeal for a

second examination by the company. This is to prevent “at-scale” reviewers from reversing

decisions made “at escalation” without access to the context available in escalated review.

At the Board’s request, Meta provided a briefing on "Government requests to review content

for Community Standard violations." Meta explained to the Board that governments can make

requests to the company to remove content by email, post, or the help center, as well as

through in-product reporting tools, which send the content to automated or “at scale”

review.

Meta explained that when it receives a request from law enforcement made outside the in-

product tools the content goes through an internal escalation process Regardless of how an

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fpolicyexchange.org.uk%2Fpublication%2Fknife-crime-in-the-capital%2F&h=AT2gYzoHDD1VFKViwZl81bwhWrKxQYX-LQ0s92F0v9EfBio1LcthUE7UiD2astc4GcQHCqw0UBpkgX9H1mS4hct5z-DrLanI6NMY3Q3W1498CSo-Y0z3uJK-CXPx2hcz
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fsociologistofcrisis.wordpress.com%2F2021%2F11%2F13%2Fexperts-open-letter-in-response-to-a-recent-policy-exchange-report%2F&h=AT0q7r0WYI7gr8vjMJ7QQXiVWyMgYZQ_bU_OADwPcmIjBPeVMuzGN3u1PV6FcGe5yBKJx20uyHQUlzzwhoy_oTZHSlEgfcH8Eeua_xPOh1hJMgD8Qh6OPPmx4RWmzNMd
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product tools, the content goes through an internal escalation process. Regardless of how an

escalation is received, there is a standard scope and prioritization process to assess the

urgency, sensitivity and complexity of the escalation. This process determines which of

Meta’s teams will handle the request and the position of the request in the queue. Following a

review request from a third party, including governments, Meta’s Global Operations Team

manually completes a form with signals. The prioritization model and pillars take into

consideration signals related to legal, reputational, and regulatory risks, impact to the

physical safety of Meta's community, the scope and viewership of the issue at hand, and the

time sensitivity of the issue.

These prioritization pillars are ranked in order of importance and a priority score is

automatically calculated based on the signals entered. The model is dynamic and responsive

to changes in the environment (e.g., offline events) and refinements Meta introduces. High

priority escalations, such as in this case, are sent to a specialist team within Meta’s Global

Operations team. The team reviews content against the Community Standards, investigates,

reaches out to stakeholders for additional assessment where necessary, and makes an

enforcement decision. In some cases, including this one, content is then escalated to the

Content Policy team for input. The action taken is communicated to the external person(s)

who submitted the original request. Meta shared that their human rights team does not

typically weigh-in on individual applications of the veiled threats framework.

Meta states that when it receives content removal requests from law enforcement agencies, it

evaluates the content against the Community Standards in the same way it would for any

other piece of content, regardless of how it was detected or escalated. Meta claims this

means that requests are treated the same way in all countries. Meta explained that the

priority score is affected by the context that is provided in relation to the pillars. While the

identity of the requester is not a factor that directly affects the prioritization, these specific

types of context do impact the prioritization.

To appeal to the Oversight Board, a user must have an appeal reference ID. Meta issues these

IDs as part of its appeals process. In response to the Board’s questions, Meta confirmed it

does this for content decisions that are eligible for internal appeal and after a second review

has been exhausted. Therefore, in situations where Meta acts on content without allowing for

an appeal, there is no opportunity to appeal to the Board. This is usually the case for

decisions taken “at escalation,” such as those reviewed following government requests

(made outside of the in-product reporting tools), and content reviewed under “escalation-

only” policies.
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The Board formally submitted to Meta a total of 26 written questions, including three rounds

of follow-up questions. These numbers exclude questions the Board asked during the in-

person briefing Meta provided to the Board on how it handles government requests. Twenty-

three of the written questions were answered fully and three requests were not fulfilled by

Meta. Meta declined to provide data on law enforcement requests globally and in the UK

focusing on “veiled threats,” drill music, or the proportion of requests resulting in removal for

Community Standard violations. Further, Meta declined to provide a copy of the content

review requests received from the Metropolitan Police in this case. However, the Metropolitan

Police provided the Board with a copy of the first request sent to Meta, on condition that the

content of the request remain confidential.

7. Public comments

The Oversight Board considered ten public comments related to this case. One comment was

submitted from each of the following regions: Europe; Middle East and North Africa; and Latin

America and Caribbean. Two comments were submitted from Central and South Asia, and

five from the United States and Canada. The Metropolitan Police provided a comment; it

understood that the Board would disclose this fact, but did not give permission for the

comment to be published. The Board requested the Metropolitan Police revisit that decision

in the interests of transparency, but it declined. The Metropolitan Police indicated it may be

able to provide consent at a later point in time. If that happens, the Board will share the public

comment.

The submissions covered the following themes: racial bias and disproportionate over-

targeting of Black communities by law enforcement; the importance of socio-cultural context

in assessing artistic expression; causal links between drill music and violence; and handling

government-issued takedown requests.

The Board filed a Freedom of Information Act request (Reference No: 01/FOI/22/025946) to

the Metropolitan Police to provide information about its policies and practice on making

requests to social media and streaming companies to review and/or remove content. Its

responses to that request inform the Board’s analysis below.

To read public comments submitted for this case, please click here. To read the Metropolitan

Police’s response to the Board’s Freedom of Information request, please click here.

https://oversightboard.com/attachment/447558504153570/
https://oversightboard.com/attachment/1607133213039813/
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8. Oversight Board analysis

The Board looked at the question of whether this content should be restored through three

lenses: Meta’s content policies, the company’s values and its human rights responsibilities.

8.1 Compliance with Meta’s content policies

I. Content rules

The Board finds that Meta’s removal of the content in this case did not comply with the

Violence and Incitement Community Standard.

Detecting and assessing threats at scale is challenging, in particular where they are veiled,

and when specific cultural or linguistic expertise may be required to assess context (see the

Oversight Board decisions “Protest in India against France” and “Knin cartoon”). Artistic

expression can contain veiled threats, as can any other medium. The challenge of assessing

the credibility of veiled threats in art is especially acute. Messages in art can be intentionally

obscure in their intent and deliberately subject to interpretation. Statements referencing

violence can be coded, but also can be of a performative or satirical nature. They may even

characterize certain art forms, such as drill music. Meta acknowledged these challenges

when referring this case to the Board.

The Board agrees with Meta that the lyrics in the video clip did not contain an overt threat of

violence under the Violence and Incitement Community Standard.

It is a more challenging question whether the video contains a veiled threat under the same

policy. The policy rationale outlines that Meta seeks to “prevent potential offline harm,” and

that language “that incites or facilitates serious violence” and that “poses a genuine risk of

physical harm or direct threats to public safety” will be removed. An emphasis is placed on

distinguishing credible threats from non-credible threats. Establishing a causal relationship

between language and risk of harm requires a resource-intensive analysis.

For content to constitute a “veiled or implicit” threat under the Violence and Incitement

Community Standard, the method of violence or harm need not be clearly articulated. Meta

uses its “veiled threats analysis,” set out in its non-public guidance to moderators, the

internal Implementation Guidance to assess whether a veiled threat is present This requires
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internal Implementation Guidance, to assess whether a veiled threat is present. This requires

that both a primary and secondary signal are identified for content to qualify as a veiled

threat.

The Board agrees with Meta that a primary signal is present in this case. The lyrics contain

reference to a “historical” incident of violence. Additional context is required to understand

that this is a 2017 shooting between two rival gangs in London. For Meta, the excerpt in its

entirety referred to these events. The Board’s conclusion, agreeing with Meta’s that a primary

signal is present, is based on two independent third-party analyses of the lyrics sought by the

Board. The Board notes that these analyses differed in substantial ways from Meta’s

interpretation. For example, Meta interpreted the term “mash” to mean “cannabis,” whereas

experts the Board consulted interpreted this term to mean “gun.” Meta interpreted the term

“bun” to mean “high,” whereas the Board’s experts interpreted this to mean “shot.”

Identifying a veiled or implicit threat also requires a secondary signal showing that the

reference “could be threatening and/or could lead to imminent violence or physical harm”

[emphasis added]. That signal depends on local context, often provided by third parties such

as law enforcement, confirming the content, “is considered potentially threatening, or likely

to contribute to imminent violence or physical harm” [emphasis added]. In this case, the UK

Metropolitan Police provided this confirmation. Meta determined that Chinx (OS)’s reference

to the 2017 shooting was potentially threatening, or likely to contribute to imminent violence

or physical harm and qualified as a veiled threat. Meta’s contextual assessment included the

specific rivalry between gangs associated with the 2017 shooting, as well as the broader

context of inter-gang violence and murders in London.

It is appropriate that Meta draws upon local subject matter expertise to evaluate the relevant

context and credibility of veiled threats. The Board notes that there is understandable anxiety

around high levels of gun and knife violence in recent years in London, with disproportionate

effects on Black communities. Law enforcement can sometimes provide such context and

expertise. But not every piece of content that law enforcement would prefer to have taken

down – and not even every piece of content that has the potential to lead to escalating

violence – should be taken down. It is therefore critical that Meta evaluate these requests

itself and reach an independent conclusion. The company says they do this. Independence is

crucial, and the evaluation should require specific evidence of how the content cause harm.

This is particularly important in counteracting the potential for law enforcement to share

information selectively, and the limited opportunity to gain counter-perspectives from other

stakeholders. For artistic expression from individuals in minority or marginalized groups, the

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fpublic.tableau.com%2Fapp%2Fprofile%2Fmetropolitan.police.service%2Fviz%2FMonthlyCrimeDataNewCats%2FCoversheet&h=AT1fRq8laRC8eTm3U6U43G3Rfu3z0wZVAI3ZSi0K59hdUdAVxnHiDF0dSbjstTuHQ9FfyQlof8gzmTGRf9jgPywK0_K3Ie-TjRVrKFIu9jWC5jWBx0bxBRyXK1gdHOG1
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fpublic.tableau.com%2Fapp%2Fprofile%2Fmetropolitan.police.service%2Fviz%2FMonthlyCrimeDataNewCats%2FCoversheet&h=AT3KzAXWZyUenUyjSUBtopDNNOWlTDyVoKPPYFfkolp8Fd2nLk33cerRwCZDoOnAE4Gps-SdPXzUp2-EbmZ5gA3I7ksabMD4EiDNz0B_AOyX_uj6NhqHaacF1FuzOdw8
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.london.gov.uk%2Fpress-releases%2Fassembly%2Fcommission-on-knife-crime-in-black-community&h=AT2PJ9EAcFap7gHQ62Qo9OhHI1NhasmpAz33oqxsZBgXPohnvjzeDLZznDKWQ9eEwDtzsrBa3H8p-KfPZ9zgsCg6aX5WBOuHe5YfqjvxwBUaWz71VNUdurg5MwScolFG
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risk of cultural bias against their content is especially acute.

In this case, Meta has not demonstrated that the lyrics in the content under review

constituted a credible threat or risk of imminent harm, nor has the Board’s own review

uncovered evidence to support such a finding. To establish that the reference to a shooting

five years ago presents a risk of harm today requires additional probative evidence beyond

the reference itself. The fact that the track references events that involve gangs engaged in a

violent rivalry does not mean artistic references to that rivalry necessarily constitute a threat.

In the absence of either sufficient detail to make that causal relationship clearer, such as

evidence of past lyrics materializing into violence or a report from the target of the purported

threat that they were endangered, greater weight should have been afforded to the artistic

nature of the alleged threat when evaluating its credibility. The fact that performative bravado

is common within this musical genre was relevant context that should have informed Meta’s

analysis of the likelihood that the track’s reference to past violence constituted a credible

present threat. Third party experts informed the Board that a line-by-line lyrical analysis to

determine evidence of past wrongdoing or risk of future harm is notoriously inaccurate and

that verifying supposedly factual statements within drill lyrics is challenging (Digital Rights

Foundation, PC-10618). Public comments (e.g., Electronic Frontier Foundation, PC-10971)

criticized law enforcement’s policing of lawful drill music, and research Meta cited in its

submissions has been widely criticized by criminologists, as the company has acknowledged.

In the Board’s view, this criticism should also have factored into Meta’s analysis, and

prompted it to request additional information from law enforcement and/or from additional

parties in relation to causation before removing the content.

The Board further notes that the full Chinx (OS) track, which was excerpted in this case,

remains available on music streaming platforms accessible in the UK and the Board has seen

no evidence this has led to any act of violence. This context was not available to Meta at the

time of its initial decision in this case, but it is nonetheless relevant to the Board’s

independent review of the content.

The Board acknowledges the deeply contextual nature of this kind of content decision that

Meta has to make, and the associated time pressure when there may be risks of serious harm.

Reasonable people might differ, as in this case, on whether a given piece of content

constitutes a veiled threat. Still, the lack of transparency on Meta’s decisions to remove

content that result from government requests makes it difficult to evaluate whether Meta’s

mistake in an individual case reflects reasonable disagreement or is indicative of potential
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systemic bias that requires additional data and further investigation. Meta insists that its

“veiled threats analysis” is independent — and the Board agrees that it should be — but in

this context, Meta’s say-so is not enough. Meta states that it evaluates the content against

the Community Standards in the same way it would for any other piece of content, regardless

of how it is detected. The “veiled threats analysis” places law enforcement in the position of

both reporting the content (i.e., flagging a primary signal), and providing all the contextual

information Meta needs to assess potential harm (i.e., providing the local knowledge needed

for the secondary signal). While there may be good reasons to adopt a prioritization

framework that ensures reports from law enforcement are assessed swiftly, that process

needs to be designed to ensure that such reports include sufficient information to make

independent assessment possible, including seeking further input from the requesting entity

or other parties where necessary.

The Board distinguishes this decision from its “Knin cartoon” decision. In that case, the

additional context to enforce the "veiled threat" rule was the presence, in the cartoon, of hate

speech against the group targeted in the prior violent incident. The Board primarily justified

the removal based on the Hate Speech Community Standard. The Board’s finding that the

content additionally violated the Violence and Incitement Community Standard relied on

contextual knowledge to understand the historical incident (Operation Storm) referenced in

the post. This contextual knowledge is well known within the region, both to Croatian

language speakers and ethnic Serbs. This was evidenced by the sheer number of reports the

content in that case received (almost 400), compared to the content in this case which

received no reports. Incitement of hatred against an ethnic group was immediately apparent

to a casual observer. While understanding many of the references within the content relied on

specific contextual knowledge, that knowledge could be gained without relying on external

third parties.

II. Enforcement action and transparency

In this case, one request from law enforcement resulted in 52 manual removals and 112

automated removals of matching pieces of content (between January 28, 2022, and August

28, 2022). It is important to recognize that the actions Meta took in response to the request

from the Metropolitan Police impacted not only the owner of the Instagram account in this

case, but also Chinx (OS) and many others (see also: “Colombia police cartoon” case).

The scale of these removals underscores the importance of due process and transparency

d M t ’ l ti hi ith l f t d th f ti t k
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around Meta’s relationship with law enforcement and the consequences of actions taken

pursuant to that relationship (see also the Oversight Board decisions “Öcalan isolation” and

“Shared Al Jazeera post”). To address these concerns, there needs to be a clear and uniform

process with safeguards against abuse, including auditing; adequate notice to users of

government involvement in the action taken against them; and transparency reporting on

these interactions to the public. These three aspects are interconnected, and all must be

addressed.

a. Transparency to the public

Meta publishes reports in its transparency center on government requests to remove content

based on local law. It also publishes separate reports on governmental requests for user data.

There is separate reporting on enforcement against the Community Standards. However,

none of these reports differentiate data on content removed for violating content policies

following a government request for review. Current transparency data on government removal

requests underrepresent the full extent of interactions between Meta and law enforcement on

content removals. By focusing on the action Meta takes (removal for violating local law),

reporting on government requests excludes all reports received from law enforcement that

result in removal for violating content policies. Content reported by law enforcement that

violates both local law and the content policies is not included. For this reason, the Board

submitted a freedom of information request to the Metropolitan Police to understand more

fully the issues in this case.

Meta has claimed that transparency around government removal requests based on content

policies is of limited use, since governments can (and do) also use in-product reporting tools.

These tools do not distinguish between government requests and those made by other users.

This case demonstrates the level of privileged access law enforcement has to Meta’s internal

enforcement teams, evidenced by correspondence the Board has seen, and how certain

policies rely on interaction with third parties, such as law enforcement, to be enforced. The

way this relationship works for escalation-only policies, as in this case, brings into question

Meta’s ability to independently assess government actors’ conclusions that lack detailed

evidence.

The Board acknowledges Meta has made progress in relation to transparency reporting since

the Board’s first decisions addressing this topic. This includes conducting a scoping exercise

on measuring content removed under the Community Standards following government

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ftransparency.fb.com%2Fdata%2F&h=AT0kRP9JEDJM6YJhnYuJF-RcuSKD3no8B_rmQyJGAMYgn0WrJVuFedQqWAfXf7pAspj9kADuq1Dxi7PgkMRjrJLEoncnmjWpk_S91OIXx8_jQXIsSVW64FgxPBHGtt_L
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on measuring content removed under the Community Standards following government

requests, and contributing to Lumen, a Berkman Klein Center for Internet & Society research

project on government removal requests. Further transparency efforts in this area will be

immensely valuable to public discussion on the implications of the interactions between

governments and social-media companies.

b. Intake process for law enforcement requests

Although Meta has disclosed publicly how it responds to government requests for takedowns

based on local law violations, the channels through which governments can request review

for violations of Meta’s content policies remain opaque.

This case demonstrates that there are significant flaws in Meta’s system governing law

enforcement requests, where these requests are not based on local law and are made outside

of its in-product reporting tools (i.e., the functions all regular users have access to for flagging

or reporting content). In the “Shared Al Jazeera post” decision, the Board recommended that

Meta formalize a transparent process on how it receives and responds to all government

requests for content removals. Law enforcement agencies make requests by various

communications channels, making the standardization and centralization of requests, and

collecting data about them, challenging. The current intake system, where Meta fills in the

intake form, focuses solely on prioritizing incoming requests. The system does not

adequately ensure that third party requests meet minimum standards and does not allow for

the accurate collection of data to enable the effects of this system to be properly monitored

and audited. Some requests may refer to violations of Meta’s Community Standards, others

to violations of national law, and others to generally stated concerns about potential harms

without connecting this to allegations of unlawful activity or violations of platform policies.

Law enforcement is not asked to meet minimum criteria to fully contextualize and justify their

requests, leading to unstructured, ad hoc, and inconsistent interactions with Meta. Minimum

criteria might include, for example, an indication of which Meta policy law enforcement

believes has been violated, why it has been violated, and a sufficiently detailed evidential

basis for that conclusion.

c. Notification to users

In its Q2 2022 Quarterly Update on the Oversight Board, Meta disclosed that it is improving

notifications to users by specifically indicating when content was removed for violating the

Community Standards after being reported by a government entity (implementing the

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ftransparency.fb.com%2Fdata%2Fcontent-restrictions%2Fcontent-violating-local-law%2F&h=AT0OnNajGtABstuMyiVoI4h4inpC4SE_h_1_tyw20O1KkJcdKqvXgXpZwijpoRDjGyUbiRNz_1ffzOBkXR7ZXelgNUmqzhc3pLwK4N6QaQbvdD7XEnDyB8NMcwWFZacm
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fabout.fb.com%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2022%2F08%2FMeta-Q2-2022-Quarterly-Update-on-the-Oversight-Board.pdf&h=AT3K6GQtdgk7gSlSA3QEQC_FuyyHNH1aMWnUYX_jhB3Fwn8yy50Id_TjrC8Nc_MvrcElXTOLBDMCpev5ZiMI2vt-WHEJqcayy01NgIrI8yJ15aHLvg6ZGFc0eBlmiEtl
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Board’s recommendation in the “Öcalan’s isolation” case decision). In this case, if those

changes had been rolled out, all users who were subject to the 164 additional removals of

content should have received notifications of this kind. Meta has acknowledged that only

once it has set up the infrastructure required to collect more granular data from government

requests, will it be able to design and test sending more detailed user notifications. The

Board therefore agrees with Meta that this work is dependent on tracking and providing more

information on government requests, which can then be published in Meta’s public

transparency reporting.

8.2 Compliance with Meta’s values

The Board finds that removing the content did not comply with Meta’s values. This case

demonstrates the challenges that Meta faces in balancing the values of “Voice” and “Safety,”

when seeking to address a high number of potential veiled threats in art, at a global scale and

in a timely manner. However, Meta claims that "Voice" is its paramount value. As the Board

stated in its “Wampum belt” decision, art is a particularly important and powerful expression

of "Voice," especially for people from marginalized groups creating art informed by their

experiences. Meta did not have sufficient information to conclude that this content posed a

risk to "Safety" that justified displacing "Voice."

The Board is concerned that in light of doubts as to whether the content credibly risked harm,

Meta describes that it errs on the side of “Safety” rather than “Voice.” Where doubt arises, as

in this case, from lack of specificity in the information law enforcement has provided about a

piece of artistic expression, such an approach is inconsistent with Meta’s self-described

values. The Board recognizes the importance of keeping people safe from violence, and that

this is especially important for communities disproportionately impacted by such violence.

The Board is also mindful that decisions about alleged threats often must be made quickly,

without the benefit of extended reflection. However, a presumption against “Voice” may have

a disproportionate impact on the voices of marginalized people. In practice, it may also

significantly increase the power and leverage of law enforcement, who may claim knowledge

that is difficult to verify through other sources.

8.3 Compliance with Meta’s human rights responsibilities

The Board concludes that Meta did not meet its human rights responsibilities as a business in

deciding to remove this post.
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The right to freedom of expression is guaranteed to all people without discrimination (Article

19, para. 2, ICCPR; Article 2, para. 1, ICCPR). This case further engages the rights of persons

belonging to ethnic minorities to enjoy, in community with other members of their group, their

own culture (Article 27, ICCPR) and the right to participate in cultural life (Article 15, ICESCR).

The right of access to remedy is a key component of international human rights law (Article 2,

para. 3, ICCPR; General Comment No. 31), and remedy is a third pillar of the UNGPs and a

focus area in Meta’s corporate human rights policy.

Freedom of expression (Article 19 ICCPR; Article 5 ICERD)

Article 19 of the ICCPR gives specific mention to protecting expression "in the form of art."

International human rights standards reinforce the importance of artistic expression ( General

Comment 34, para. 11; Shin v. Republic of Korea, Human Rights Committee, communication

No. 926/2000). The International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial

Discrimination (ICERD) protects the exercise of the right to freedom of expression without

discrimination based on race (Article 5). The Committee on the Elimination of Racial

Discrimination has emphasized the importance of freedom of expression to assist "vulnerable

groups in redressing the balance of power among the components of society" and to offer

"alternative views and counterpoints" in discussions (CERD Committee, General

Recommendation 35, para. 29). Drill music offers young people, and particularly young Black

people, a means of creative expression.

Art is often political, and international standards recognize its unique and powerful role in

challenging the status quo (UN Special Rapporteur in the field of cultural rights,

A/HRC/23/34, at paras 3-4). The internet, and social media platforms such as Facebook and

Instagram in particular, have special value to artists in helping them to reach new and larger

audiences. Artists’ livelihoods, and their social and economic rights, may depend on access

to social platforms that dominate the internet. Drill music relies on boastful claims to violence

to drive the commercial success of artists on social media. Such claims and performances are

expected as part of the genre. As a result of Meta’s actions in this case, Chinx (OS) has been

removed from Instagram permanently, which is likely to have a significant impact on his ability

to reach his audience and find commercial success.

ICCPR Article 19 requires that where restrictions on expression are imposed by a state, they

must meet the requirements of legality, legitimate aim, and necessity and proportionality

(Article 19 para 3 ICCPR) The UN Special Rapporteur on freedom of expression has

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww2.ohchr.org%2Fenglish%2Fbodies%2Fhrc%2Fdocs%2Fgc34.pdf&h=AT30fR9k99pnkEpJ4A2-5gENNj4MHOsr_MF-2jRG3WeAOPhQZNv99x8H6ekgb_iC1AtD948C7m5mGbHn5KNzXbgoGkCtH6L0zAxHPmW5bQeJ63QO4ti1cUgrGFLjsYh8
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(Article 19, para. 3, ICCPR). The UN Special Rapporteur on freedom of expression has

encouraged social media companies to be guided by these principles when moderating

online expression, mindful that regulation of expression at scale by private companies may

give rise to concerns particular to that context (A/HRC/38/35, paras. 45 and 70). The Board

has employed the three-part test based on Article 19 of the ICCPR in all its decisions to date.

I. Legality (clarity and accessibility of the rules)

The principle of legality requires laws limiting expression to be clear and accessible, so

people understand what is permitted and what is not. Furthermore, it requires those laws to

be specific, to ensure that those charged with their enforcement are not given excessive

discretion (General Comment 34, para. 25). The Board applies these principles to assess the

clarity and accessibility of Meta's content rules, and the guidance reviewers have to make fair

decisions based on those rules.

The Board reiterates its previously stated concerns that the relationship between the

Instagram Community Guidelines and Facebook Community Standards is unclear. In August

2022, Meta committed to implement the Board’s prior recommendations in this area ( Q2

2022 Quarterly Update on the Oversight Board) and align the Community Standards and

Guidelines in the long term.

The differences between the publicly facing Violence and Incitement Community Standard

and Meta’s internal Implementation Standards is also a concern. Meta uses “signals” to

determine whether content contains a veiled threat. The “signals” were added to the public-

facing Community Standards as a result of the Board’s prior recommendations. However, the

Community Standards do not explain that Meta divides these into primary and secondary

signals, or that both a primary and secondary signal is required to find a policy violation.

Making this clear will be useful to those raising complaints about content on the platform,

including trusted third parties and law enforcement. Clarity about signals is especially

important, as the secondary signal validates the risk of harm resulting from the content and

leads to the removal decision. Third parties who provide a primary signal without a secondary

signal may be confused if the content they report is not actioned.

II. Legitimate aim

Restrictions on freedom of expression must pursue a legitimate aim. The Violence and

Incitement Community Standard exists in part to prevent offline harm. This policy therefore

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fabout.fb.com%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2022%2F08%2FMeta-Q2-2022-Quarterly-Update-on-the-Oversight-Board.pdf&h=AT31h6otE02Nx8Kznr5SNDAVPFZf-OrDyjNckcis_CMJJ__QMi8dVKPmpmXRtcgspvLDBK65EBpLC5NfZwZUnruEE5_-YSWNcYcISK4juGZoEmFcUOFa-yB2belKQtDa
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serves the legitimate aim of the protection of the rights of others (the rights to life and

security of person of those targeted by the post).

III. Necessity and proportionality

The Board finds the content removal was not necessary to achieve the aim of the policy.

The principle of necessity and proportionality requires that restrictions on expression "must

be appropriate to achieve their protective function; they must be the least intrusive

instrument amongst those that might achieve their protective function; they must be

proportionate to the interest to be protected" (General Comment 34, para. 34). The form of

expression at issue, such as expression in the form of art, must be taken into consideration

(General Comment 34, para. 34).

The UN Special Rapporteur on freedom of expression has observed the difficulties artists

face in their use of social media, as such expression tends to have complex characteristics

and can easily fall foul of platforms’ rules, with inadequate remedial mechanisms

(A/HRC/44/49/Add.2, at para. 44 - 46). This affirms broader observations the Special

Rapporteur has made on deficiencies in contextual content moderation by platforms,

including on issues requiring historical or cultural nuance (A/HRC/38/35, at para. 29).

The complexity of artistic expression was emphasized by the UN Special Rapporteur in the

field of cultural rights (A/HRC/23/34, at para. 37):

An artwork differs from non-fictional statements, as it provides a far wider scope for assigning

multiple meanings: assumptions about the message carried by an artwork are therefore

extremely difficult to prove, and interpretations given to an artwork do not necessarily

coincide with the author’s intended meaning. Artistic expressions and creations do not

always carry, and should not be reduced to carrying, a specific message or information. In

addition, the resort to fiction and the imaginary must be understood and respected as a

crucial element of the freedom indispensable for creative activities and artistic expressions:

representations of the real must not be confused with the real... Hence, artists should be able

to explore the darker side of humanity, and to represent crimes… without being accused of

promoting these.

The Special Rapporteur’s observations do not exclude the possibility that art can be intended
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to cause harm and may achieve that objective. For a company in Meta’s position, making

these assessments quickly, at scale, and globally is challenging. Meta’s creation of

“escalation only” policies that require a fuller contextual analysis to remove content shows

respect for the principle of necessity. Meta's human rights responsibilities require Meta to

prevent and mitigate risks to the right to life, and the right to security of person, for those who

may be put in danger by posts that contain veiled threats. However, for reasons stated in

Section 8.1 of this decision, that analysis requires a closer examination of causality and must

be more nuanced in its assessment of art in order to meet the requirements of necessity. As

the Board has not seen sufficient evidence to show a credible threat in this case, removal was

not necessary.

In this respect, the Violence and Incitement policy uses terminology that may be read to

permit excessive removals of content. A “potential” threat, or content that “could” result in

violence somewhere down the line, such as a taunt, was too broad in this decision to satisfy

the requirements of necessity. In prior cases, the Board has not required that the risk of future

violence be imminent for removal to be allowed (see, for example, the “Knin cartoon” case),

since Meta’s human rights responsibilities may differ from those of a state imposing criminal

or civil penalties (see, for example, the “South Africa slurs” case). The Board has, however,

required a more substantial evidential basis that a threat was present and credible than

appears in this case (see, for example, the “Protest in India against France” case).

Non-discrimination and access to remedy (Article 2(1), ICCPR)

The Human Rights Committee has made clear that any restrictions on expression must

respect the principle of non-discrimination (General Comment No. 34, at para. 32). This

principle informs the Board’s interpretation of Meta’s human rights responsibilities (UN

Special Rapporteur on freedom of expression, A/HRC/38/35, para. 48).

In its public comment, the Digital Rights Foundation argued that while some have portrayed

drill music as a rallying call for gang-violence, it serves as a medium for youth, in particular

Black and Brown youth, to express their discontent with a system that perpetuates

discrimination and exclusion (PC-10618). JUSTICE, in its report “ Tackling Racial Injustice:

Children and the Youth Justice System,” cites law enforcement’s misuse of drill music to

secure convictions as an example of systemic racism. As the Board learned through its

freedom of information request, all 286 requests the Metropolitan Police made to social

media companies and streaming services to review music content from June 1, 2021 to May

31 2022 involved drill music 255 of those requests resulted in content being removed from

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ffiles.justice.org.uk%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2021%2F02%2F23104938%2FJUSTICE-Tackling-Racial-Injustice-Children-and-the-Youth-Justice-System.pdf&h=AT1K7ZjcBF88STSClw1orxlRzspJaB4mpVY7r_z80v-WlMSmK2sQK_IyMA06uAyo6TSMIPfY9N7xQYJzTf6ITBQoSf1gJuqym_v8XzPNztPay4odXkNF8G5WVpRs2pMhzREabNZUrGPCWQ
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31, 2022 involved drill music. 255 of those requests resulted in content being removed from

the platform. 21 of those 286 requests related to Meta’s platforms, and 14 of those requests

were actioned through removals. As outlined above, one request can result in multiple

content removals. This intensive focus on one music genre among many that include

reference to violence raises serious concerns of potential over-policing of certain

communities. It is beyond the Board’s purview to say whether these requests represent

sound police work, but it does fall to the Board to assess how Meta can honor its values and

human rights responsibilities when it responds to such requests. Accordingly, and as

described below, Meta’s response to law enforcement requests must, in addition to meeting

minimal evidential requirements, be sufficiently systematized, audited, and transparent, to

affected users and the broader public, to enable the company, the Board and others to assess

the degree to which Meta is living up to its values and meeting its human rights

responsibilities.

Where a government actor is implicated in interference with an individual’s expression, as in

this case, due process and transparency are key to empower the affected users to assert their

rights and even challenge that government actor. Meta should consider whether its

processes as they currently stand enable or obstruct this. The company cannot allow its

cooperation with law enforcement to be opaque to the point that it creates a barrier to users

accessing remedies for potential human rights violations.

It is also important that Meta provides its users with adequate access to remedy for the

content decisions it takes that impact users’ rights. The UN Special Rapporteur on freedom

of expression has addressed the responsibilities of social media companies in relation to

artistic expression (A/HRC/44/49/Add.2, at para. 41 onwards). Their observations on access

to remedy of female artists is relevant to the situation of Black artists in the United Kingdom:

Artists reportedly have experienced shutdowns of personal and professional Facebook and

Twitter pages… Violations of vague community guidelines can leave artists without “counter-

notice” procedures allowing challenges to removals of their art. The lack of procedural

safeguards and access to remedies for users leaves artists without access to a platform to

display their art, and without viewership to enjoy their art. In some cases, States work with

companies to control what kinds of content is available online. This dangerous collaboration

has the effect of silencing artists and preventing individuals… from receiving art as

expression.

The UN Special Rapporteur on freedom of expression has stated that the process of
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remediation for social media companies "should include a transparent and accessible

process for appealing platform decisions, with companies providing a reasoned response that

should also be publicly accessible" (A/74/486, para 53).

Even though the content under review in this case was posted by an Instagram account not

belonging to Chinx (OS), the artist had posted the same video to his own account. This was

removed at the same time as the content in this case, resulting in his account being first

disabled, and then deleted. This shows how collaboration between law enforcement and

Meta can result in significantly limiting the expression of artists, denying their audience

access to art on the platform. As the Board’s freedom of information request confirms, this

collaboration specifically and exclusively targets drill artists, who are mostly young Black

men.

The Board requested that Meta refer the removal of content from Chinx (OS)’s account for

review, so that it could be examined alongside the content in this case. That was not

technically possible due to Meta deleting the account. This raises significant concerns about

the right to remedy, as does the fact that users cannot appeal decisions taken “at escalation”

to the Oversight Board. This includes significant and difficult decisions concerning

“additional context to enforce” policies, which are only decided “at escalation.” It also

includes all government requests for removals (besides “in-product tool” usage), including

lawful content, that are eligible for review and within scope under the Oversight Board

Charter. The latter is especially concerning for individuals who belong to discriminated-

against groups, who are likely to experience further barriers to accessing justice as a result of

Meta’s product design choices.

These concerns about the right to remedy add to those raised during the Board’s work in the

upcoming policy advisory opinion on cross-check. Cross-check is the system Meta uses to

reduce enforcement errors by providing additional layers of human review for certain posts

initially identified as breaking its rules, before removing content. Meta has told the Board

that, between May and June 2022, around a third of content decisions in the cross-check

system could not be appealed by users to the Board. The Board will address this further in the

cross-check policy advisory opinion.

8.4 Identical content with parallel context

The Board notes that this content was added to the Violence and Incitement Media Matching
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Service bank, which resulted in automated removals of matching content and potentially

additional account-level actions on other accounts. Following this decision, Meta should

ensure the content is removed from this bank, restore identical content it has wrongly

removed where possible, and reverse any strikes or account-level penalties. It should remove

any bar on Chinx (OS) re-establishing an account on Instagram or Facebook.

9. Oversight Board decision

The Oversight Board overturns Meta's decision to take down the content, requiring the post

to be restored.

10. Policy advisory statement

A. Content Policy

1. Meta’s description of its value of “Voice” should be updated to reflect the importance of

artistic and creative expression. The Board will consider this recommendation implemented

when Meta’s values have been updated.

2. Meta should clarify that for content to be removed as a “veiled threat” under the Violence

and Incitement Community Standard, one primary and one secondary signal is required. The

list of signals should be divided between primary and secondary signals, in line with the

internal Implementation Standards. This will make Meta’s content policy in this area easier to

understand, particularly for those reporting content as potentially violating. The Board will

consider this recommendation implemented when the language in the Violence and

Incitement Community Standard has been updated.

B. Enforcement

3. Meta should provide users with the opportunity to appeal to the Oversight Board for any

decisions made through Meta’s internal escalation process, including decisions to remove

content and to leave content up. This is necessary to provide the possibility of access to

remedy to the Board and to enable the Board to receive appeals for “escalation-only”

enforcement decisions. This should also include appeals against removals made for

Community Standard violations as a result of “trusted flagger” or government actor reports

made outside of in-product tools. The Board will consider this implemented when it sees user

appeals coming from decisions made on escalation and when Meta shares data with the
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appeals coming from decisions made on escalation and when Meta shares data with the

Board showing that for 100% of eligible escalation decisions, users are receiving reference IDs

to initiate appeals.

4. Meta should implement and ensure a globally consistent approach to receive requests for

content removals (outside of in-product reporting tools) from state actors by creating a

standardized intake form asking for minimum criteria, for example, the violated policy line,

why it has been violated, and a detailed evidential basis for that conclusion, before any such

requests are actioned by Meta internally. This contributes to ensuring more organized

information collection for transparency reporting purposes. The Board will consider this

implemented when Meta discloses the internal guidelines that outline the standardized intake

system to the Board and in the transparency center.

5. Meta should mark and preserve any accounts and content that were penalized or disabled

for posting content that is subject to an open investigation by the Board. This prevents those

accounts from being permanently deleted when the Board may wish to request content is

referred for decision or to ensure its decisions can apply to all identical content with parallel

context that may have been wrongfully removed. The Board will consider this implemented

when Board decisions are applicable to the aforementioned entities and Meta discloses the

number of said entities affected for each Board decision.

C. Transparency

6. Meta should create a section in its Transparency Center, alongside its “ Community

Standards Enforcement Report” and “ Legal Requests for Content Restrictions Report,” to

report on state actor requests to review content for Community Standard violations. It should

include details on the number of review and removal requests by country and government

agency, and the numbers of rejections by Meta. This is necessary to improve transparency.

The Board will consider this implemented when Meta publishes a separate section in its

“Community Standards Enforcement Report” on requests from state actors that led to

removal for content policy violations.

7. Meta should regularly review the data on its content moderation decisions prompted by

state actor content review requests to assess for any systemic biases. Meta should create a

formal feedback loop to fix any biases and/or outsized impacts stemming from its decisions

on government content takedowns. The Board will consider this recommendation

implemented when Meta regularly publishes the general insights derived from these audits

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ftransparency.fb.com%2Fdata%2F&h=AT2JjVQ7IH4kvl01_NON5w5MWNmapWBsROB_Qc5EgvxORM9CYPbxXCV3_RZv20ddeWujL1h0WPCCyCxdmRL0Neuv6-4tgA1_t5teCJ7Q1OMzTZyXKLPPzoKnrF0anoJ7
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ftransparency.fb.com%2Fdata%2Fcommunity-standards-enforcement%2F&h=AT2c6rvgsTxWe7RokCoYvgfufQM6ssKD9P56bGrdK8pBGDYcesa4heWqwLFO8Cxwh6idUV1v3ZjBYD_GXEkcq0fs3-1IGGuQcuHW0yHJglS-q5myh8qntlLm-hVUMYHJ
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ftransparency.fb.com%2Fdata%2Fcontent-restrictions%2F&h=AT11Bfh0SW3oApMREOG1IvL2hIPJqI6KUm63hNnRcZNPnTb7cFxuU_9g1nVrE_nxg2nmvDb11D4EZY3rXPf6vSPT-LEfs-Nkb4P0jzb4xAjZe1wfSICOlb3X3NoKMLEh
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and the actions taken to mitigate systemic biases.

*Procedural note:

The Oversight Board's decisions are prepared by panels of five Members and approved by a

majority of the Board. Board decisions do not necessarily represent the personal views of all

Members.

For this case decision, independent research was commissioned on behalf of the Board. The

Board was assisted by an independent research institute headquartered at the University of

Gothenburg, which draws on a team of over 50 social scientists on six continents, as well as

more than 3,200 country experts from around the world. The Board was also assisted by

Duco Advisors, an advisory firm focusing on the intersection of geopolitics, trust and safety,

and technology. Linguistic expertise was provided by Lionbridge Technologies, LLC, whose

specialists are fluent in more than 350 languages and work from 5,000 cities across the

world.


